
 

 

ED 589:  Creativity in the Mobile Classroom 

 

Instructors:                   Dan Morris                                Carolyn Gardner 

Email:          danmorris@enetlearning.org           carolyngardner@enetlearning.org 

 

Phone:       303-917-3922 

Fax:       303-337-6845 

Address:      2020 Clubhouse Drive 

       Greeley, CO 80634 

 

COURSE CREDIT:     1 graduate credit 

 

DATES & TIMES:     Beginning this July 2014 (and be offered 

       Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall Sessions) 

       This is a 3-4 week course. Time for each  

                                                                                    week will range from 6-8 hours per week 

         

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 

Creativity in the Mobile Classroom is an e-learning course for teachers/administrators that 

explains and demonstrates the development of creative thinking skills through a personalized, 

mobile learning environment. The course helps participants transition to a personalized learning 

environment with background research, planning strategies, and suggested technology apps and 

online tools. It offers suggestions for assessing student learning with mobile devices and 

managing a mobile learning environment. 

 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

 

Upon completion of this course the participant will be able to: 

 Transform their teaching to engage students in a mobile learning classroom 

 Use and review strategies from the course that promotes and develops creativity.  

 Identify skills and dispositions that are critical to creativity and how they are relevant in a 

personalized mobile learning environment.  

 Investigate future trends in mobile learning. 

 Use strategies for personalizing instruction by enhancing student ownership and choice.  

 Identify and incorporate classroom management issues and  

 Explore and implement solutions for a personalized mobile learning environment. 

 

 

  

TEXTS, READINGS, INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES: 

 

Course materials will be provided via the Intel Engage Elements Creativity in the Mobile 

Learning Classroom interactive online eLearning and the on-line course module. 
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS:  

1. In class activities: 

a. Attend opening class session/course webinars and participate in class 

discussions, projects, and activities. 

2. Online activities:  Each student will complete the following: 

b. Assigned readings and research on resources. 

c. Complete all Modules and Lessons. 

d. On-line Discussion Groups for each module; sharing ideas and giving 

feedback 

e. Complete Action Plan. 

f. Final Showcase Sharing Session to share weekly Action Plans. 

 

GRADE DISTRIBUTION AND SCALE: 

  

Grade Distribution: 

 Attendance      10% 

 Online Module Discussions/Forums   30% 

 Action Plan      50% 

 Final Showcase Session    10% 

  

Grade Scale: 

      90-100%                   A 

      80-89%                     B 

         70-79%                     C 

         60-69%                    D 

          59% and below       F 

 

 

 

CLASS SCHEDULE 

 

This "Creativity in the Mobile Classroom" course will include at least 6 hours of face-to-face 

and/or on-line web conferencing components and an on-line facilitated course that will include 

18-24 hours of interactive tutorials, exercises, individual work, and facilitated discussions.  

These hours of on-line facilitated course work will take place over a 3 -4 week period 

 

Course Outline: and Timeline: 

Activities Timeline 

 

Week One: 

  

Module One: Creativity and Personalization 

 

In Module 1, teachers/administrators will learn about strategies to teach and encourage creativity 

through mobile learning.  Participants will read definitions and learn about different frameworks 

for studying creativity and review the importance of creative thinking in life, in different subject 



 

 

areas, and in the workplace.  By reviewing and looking at the kinds of environments that foster 

creative thinking and instructional strategies that help students develop the skills needed, 

participants will begin developing a plan to encourage and support their students’ creativity 

 

Objectives - Participants will: 

 Understand the definition and description of creativity in a personalized, mobile 

environment and apply that knowledge. 

 Learn about the kind of learning environment that promotes and develops creativity. 

 Identify the skills and dispositions that are critical to creativity and how they are relevant 

in a personalized mobile learning environment. 

 Review strategies for teaching and assessing creative processes and products 

incorporating them into their plan. 

 

Lesson 1: Overview of Creativity 

Lesson 2: Mobile Environments that Promote Creativity  

Lesson 3: Building Blocks of Creativity  

Lesson 4: Creativity Instruction  

Lesson 5: Module Review  

 

Week Two:  

  

Module Two: Apps and Tools to Support Personalized Learning 

In Module 2, participants explore the resources available for their students in more depth.  They 

take a closer look at how technology can support personalization by providing students with 

tools to manage their own learning, as well as multimedia creation tools that encourage 

experimentation, innovation, and creativity.  Teachers also explore trends on the horizon for 

mobile learning, such as augmented reality, game-infused learning, and wearable technology. 

 

Objectives - Participants will:  

 Explore a variety of apps and tools that support teaching and learning in a mobile, 

personalized environment  

 Investigate future trends in mobile learning. 

 Develop a resource list of apps and tools that they will be incorporating in their own 

mobile classroom. 

 Continue developing their action plan. 

 

Lesson 1: Apps and Tools that Personalize Learning  

Lesson 2: The Future of Mobile Devices 

Lesson 3: Module Review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Week Three:  

 

Module Three: Management of Mobile Learning Environment  

In Module 3, teachers/administrators learn concrete ways to personalize learning and develop 

creative thinkers in a mobile learning environment. They learn strategies for instruction, 

specifically in the area of student self-management. The module provides suggestions for 

managing different mobile devices and information about AUPs and other policies that have an 

impact on mobile learning. Teachers also explore potential challenges and solutions to issues that 

may arise and finalize a plan that ensures the success of mobile learning with their students. 

 

Objectives – Participants will:  

 Incorporate strategies for personalizing instruction by enhancing student ownership and 

choice. 

 Develop school and classroom policies that promote learning and creativity in a mobile 

learning environment including BYOD. 

 Understand the challenges of implementation a personalized mobile learning 

environment. 

 Collaborate and share solutions to these challenges. 

 Review characteristics for a creative personalized mobile learning classroom. 

 Create a classroom management checklist for a successful creative personalized mobile 

classroom. 

 Continue building their action plan. 

 

Lesson 1: Personalization of Instruction  

Lesson 2: Challenges and Solutions 

Lesson 3: Module Review 

 

Week Four: 

 Wrap-up Discussions 

 Final submission of completed Action Plan 

 Final evaluation and wrap-up activities 

 


